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ABSTR]\CT

Over the l-ast two decades, researchers have developed
severa1 models which can be of help in determining how to
locate and all-ocate fire fighting units in such a way as to
best meet emergency service objectives. This thesis begins

by reviewíng these models.
The fire station location models measure performance ín
Lerms of response times to emergency incídents. The
largest and most variable component of response time is the
travel time from source to destinat j-on points. Varj-ous
methods have been suggested and used for estimating travel
times, but they tend to either be insufficient.ly accurate
or require very large amounts of data. fn this study, some
simple methods for estimating travel time which have been
used in model-s are tested for Winnipeg. A new algorithm ís
developed and tested which provJ-des more accurate traveltimes for a city whj-ch has some major barriers to traveJ_,
while at the same tíme having smal-I data requirements.
The review of availabl-e models revealed that most of
the models developed for fire station l-ocatíon assumed that
units are always available when an íncident arises. In
order to test the val-idíty of this assumption for Winnipeg,
incident data was studied to determine util-izati_on rates
for fire service units and the distribution of interarrival and service times for fire incidents. Finally, a
model ís suggested which would be helpful for fire service
planning in Ialinnipeg, and the procedure for implementatÍon
ís outlined.
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Chapter

1

INTRODUCTION

Providers of emergency servÍce for a city have the
responsibÍlity of l-ocating and deploying their emergency
units in such a way as to provide the best possible service.
fn the case of a fire department, achieving optimum service
means minimizing human injury and property loss by efficient.
al-l-ocation of limited resources.
Considerable effort has been made by researchers to
develop models that can help in deciding how best t.o l-ocate
units " Since a way has not been found to directly predict
life and property l-oss resulting from a certain allocation
of fire units, response time to incidents has been generally
accepted as a measure of performance. Researchers have
attempted to find models which will suggest how to allocate

available units to best meet response time objectives.
Chapter 2 reviews the research that has been carried out
with the objective of improving emergency service
deployment.

A review of the literature on location modelling for
emergency services results in the conclusion that, before a
methodology can be chosen to help in locating emergency
units in a particular city, the fol-lowing questions must be

answered:

1)

2)

3)

travel time estímation method can be used to
provide accurate estimates of travel time from
supply points to demand points?
Is it necessary to take into account the
possibility of a unit being busy when needed?
What is the crÍterion to be used for measuring
service provided? This crj-terion is usual-Iy stated
in terms of desired response times, but can vary
from minimizing average response time to providing
equal response times to all areas of the city.
What

The third question can only be answered by policy-

makers, who must weigh the importance of various, often

conflicting, criteria, such as providing an efficient
service as opposed to providing equal coverage to all. A
great deal of insight into the other two questions can,
however, be obtained for a particular city by studying the
available information about. demand for service and travelcharacteristícs. This paper attempts to answer the first
two questions for the City of V'Iinnipeg. Chapters 3 to 5
discuss several methods that have been used in models to
estimate travel times, and review data for Winnipegr to find
an appropriate met.hod for that city. A method ís suggested
t.hat improves over those previously used. Chapter 6 l-ooks

3

at incident data in order to províde an answer to Question
for Winnipeg. In Chapter 7 | findings are summarized, other
implementation issues are discussed, and an appropriate
model for Winnipeg is suggested.

2

Chapter

2

REVÏEVü OF LTTERÀTURE

Researchers have advanced many models to try to shed

light on the problem of how to locate emergency services in
such a way as to minímize response times. Mirchandani and
Reí1Iy (1987) classífied these model-s into two types:
static modeJ-s, which assume that all units are always
availabl-e for dispatch to an emergency íncident., and
dynamic models, whích al-low for the possibility that some
units wil-I be unavailable if they are busy at. other fires.
These two types of model-s will be díscussed separately
below.

classÍfied (Mirchandani and Reilly)
as evaluation and optimization models. Evaluation model-s
give performance results for a configuration of company
locations which the user suggests. Optimization models
produce a configuration which is optimal, based on certain
specified criteria. These terms will be used in the
discussion of the models.
In general, the following procedure is foltowed j-n
modelling an emergency service system involving mobíle
server units:
t_.
The area being studied is divided into smal-ihomogeneous sub-areas or zones. A central point
Mode1s can al-so be
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is chosen from which traffic wilt be assumed to
originate or end. This point may be the
geographical centre of the zone or the centre of
gravity in terms of the number of demands for
servi-ce.
2

"

3.

A met.hod of finding travel times between zones is

determined. The travel times may either be
cal-culated by the model_ or fed into the mode1.
The model then either evaluates a configuration of
emergency servi_ce locations that is fed in, in the
case of an evaluation model t or determines the
optimum locations for units, in the case of an
optimÍzation model. In both cases the yardstick
that is used j-s response time to emergency
incidents.

STATIC

one of the first

MODELS

studies which specífically addressed
the probrem of J-ocating fire services was carried out by
Hogg (l-968). She used a p-median type of model. This model
locates 'rp" fire-fighting units in such a vray as to minj-mize
the total- traver time to all fires. The study assumed that
the rate of fire incidence !,¡as known or could be est.imated
from population densities. Trave1 times rÁrere estímated from
run data and from the resul-ts of an experimental_ set of
journeys, and were fed into the model-. The total travel
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time was cal-curated as the sum for all zones of the travel
time to the nearest station times the number of incidents in
t.he tíme perJ-od being studied. The p-median model is
formulated as:
Min Z

nm

=

Ðt
l:1 l-:1

.t..x.
f rr-l rJ

subject to
n

I yj=p

j:ln

I
j=1

x,r_l, =

v.>
'l- x.r-l

l-

i=Lr2, . ..,m

j=1,r2,

.tD

. . .,m;i:1-,2,

.tD

í:I ,2, ...

Yj,*ij e{1, 0} i=I,2,

tm;

where

yi = 1 Íf a facility
J
otherwj- se,
x+

is located at site j,

+ = i- if a facility at site j serves zone
i, 0 otherwise,

f.l_ is the number of incidents in zone i for
the time period,
t.,r_l..

is the travel time from zone i to s j_te j.

The choice of rninimizing total travel tj_me is good in

that it avoids locating too many stations in areas with very
low demand. It can, however, resul_t. in poor coverage for the
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low-demand areas. The method used assumes a línear

relationship between response time and fire damage, but Hogg
suggested t.hat a better knowledge of the actual relationship
between these factors would improve the usefulness of the
model.

In the l-ate 1-960's, a major study was undertaken by the
Rand Institute for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development and the New York City Fire Department. This
project (see Igna1l et al. j.975), which took about eight
years to complete, was geared toward improving the delivery
of New York City Fire Department services in the face of
skyrocketing demand. Results were intended to be applicable
to other large metropolitan areas as wel1.
At the time of the study, New York City had 375 fire
companies and the most fires of any city Ín the world. The
study looked at tryÍng to improve effectiveness through
changes in three areas: allocatj-on of companies, dispatch
policy and relocation. Relocation refers to t.emporarily
moving companies to fill gaps caused by a busy period. in a
certai-n area.
The number of fires in New York was increasj_ng
constantly and it was found that the traditional sol-ution of
adding more companies was not keeping up with providing the
desired service. The dispatch policy was to send the
cl-osest units to a fÍre and to send three pumpers and two
ladders, if availabJ-e, but at l-east one pumper and one

I
ladder. when the situation was analyzed, ít was found that
since companies hrere so busy (at the busiest times it v¡as
not unconmon for hal_f the companies in the Cíty to be
responding to incidents), in most cases three pumpers and
two l-adders were not availabre. Adding extra units merely
filled out the number of units being dispatched to incidents
wÍthout making more units avaii-able to wait for new
incidents.
A model- was developed (see Swersey LgB2, Ignall 1,9921
to aid dispatchers in implementing an adaptive response to

incidents based on the fo1l-owing three factors:
The probability of an alarm being

serious;
2.

The expected alarm rate in the area

surrounding the alarm; and
3.

The number of units avail_able in the

area surroundÍng the alarm.
By sending fewer pumpers and ladders out to some of the
incídents, ít was possibre to increase the number of units

available for future incidents.
rn order to assess how many companies hrere needed and
where they should be located, Rand developed a "square root
model" (Kolesar and Blum L973) which courd predict average
response times in the regions of a city by knowing the
regional alarm raLe, average service time, area and the
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number of companies in the region.

The expected average

travel time, t, is calculated simply
t = c(A/

as

(n_b) ) a

where A is the area of the region, n is the number of
companíes allocated to the region, b is the average number

of companies busy in the region, and c and a are empirical
constants that depend on the street configuration. This
model assisted in determining whether any regions were not
adequately covered and whether any coul-d have companies

without reducíng coveragie unacceptably. ft assumed
that units did not. travel outside of their regions, which
might resul-t in inaccuracies for some cities.
A discussion follows of two other models which were
produced by the Rand study: the Parametric Model- for the
All-ocation of Fire Companies and the Firehouse Site
Evaluation Model. Two other models developed by Rand at
that time, the Hypercube Queuing Model and the Simul-ation
Mode1 of Fire Department Operatj-ons, will be discussed in
the section on dynamic models.
The Parametric Model for the Al-location of Fire
Companies (Rider 1975) was developed as an aid in
determining the number of fire companies needed in different
parts of a city. It recognized that there may be two
conflicting objectives: reducing average travel time, which
would suggest locating companies in the areas of greatest
removed

t_0

alarm actÍvity,

and providing equal service to

aJ_1

parts of

a city, which would imply spreading fire companies out
evenly throughout the city.
The Parametric Allocation Model provides an explicit
tradeoff parameter. ft uses travel time as a measure of
system performance and generates allocations satisfying
crit.eria ranging from the minimization of city-wide traveltj-mes to the equalÍzation of average regional travel- times
as the tradeoff parameter varies.
The measure of travel time used is average travel time
ín a region (as calculat.ed by the "square root model-"
mentioned above), where a region is an area of the city
which is relatively homogeneous with respect to fire
hazards, potential firefighting problems and afarm
íncidence. Thís model is intended to help with the problem
of how many fire companies to locate in each region of a
city, but does not address the question of where to l-ocate
companies within the region. ft assumes that fires in a
region will be servi-ced by a company located in that region.
The Firehouse Site Evaluation Mode1 (Dormont, Hausner
and Wal-ker L975) was developed to assíst in deciding how
many fire companies should be on duty in a city and where
they should be located. It provides a way to estimate fire
protection Ievels, measured by response time, that woul-d
result from any given arrangement of fire companies. By
comparing the fire protection levels resulting from various

l_1

arrangements, a fire department can make rational decisions

about the location of its fire companÍes. ft is more
detail-ed than the Parametric Al-l-ocation Model in that it
eval-uates exact locations of stations and finds the response

t.ime for each demand point in a city.
The model- does not by itself

generate alternative

firehouse confíguratíons. However, the information provided
about the travel-time and workl-oad characteristics of
proposed configuratÍons will- suggest vrays of changing the
arrangement to improve performance.
Travel di-stance can be estimated in the Firehouse Site
Evaluation Model as either the right-angle distance or the
straight-line distance (or some fixed multiple of straightline distance.) No consideration Ís gÍven to barríers to
trawel. Travel distance is converted to travel time us.ing
algorithms developed by Kolesar and Wal-ker (L973) from their
study of the travel characteristics of New York City fire
companies (see Chapter 5).
Toregas et aI. (197I) viewed the location of emergency
services as a set coverj-ng problem. The maximum time or
dístance that separates a user from hj-s closest service is
vj-ewed as the crucial parameter. An upper limit Ís placed
on the response time or dístance to any user, and
consíderation is then given to determining the minimum-cost
spatial- arrangement of service facilities that adequately
serves the entire user region. If costs are identical- for
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arl possible facÍ1ity locations, then an equj-varent problem
is to minimize the tot.al number of service facilities
required to meet the response time or distance standards for
each of the users. The sol-utÍon to this problem willindícate both the number and location of the facil-ities that
provide the desired serwice. It is assumed that the user
demands can be represented as occurring at a finite set of
points and that the potential- l-ocations for service
facilities are also a finite set of points. It is also
assumed that the minimum distance or minimum response time
between any user-node and service-facility pair is known.
The formul-ation of this problem ís stated succinctJ-y in
Merchandani and Reilly (l-987) as:
n

Min z = 5-Y.
/-¿
lj=l-

Subject to
n

J- â.ral'a
-rY.r
¿-¿
j:1

Yj e {0,1}

j=Lr2r---rn

where

is the number of zones,
n is the number of available sites,
â.: -: = 1 if zone i can be served by a unit at
:-l zone j without vÍolating coñstraint.s, 0
m

otherwise.
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A drawback of this approach is that it ignores
differences in the demand lever-s at various poÍnt.s, and
since ít also does not take into account the possibility of
units being busy when needed, it wil-l tend to locate too few

units in high demand areas. This problem can be arleviated
to some extent by requiring shorter response tj-mes for hÍghdemand areas. This study was a precursor to the "Fi-re
statÍon Location Package" (pubric Technology rnc. rgi4), a
model developed under contract with the u.s. Department of
Housing and urban Devel-opment to evaluate firehouse

l-ocations.
The Fire station Location package estimates travel-

times using a street network. The city is broken down into
"fire demand zones." A street map of the region being
studied is converted into a computer-readable network
description in which street intersections are represented as
nodes, and streets are the connecting arcs between the
nodes. An estimate is made of the average speed at. which a
fi-re company wourd travel along each arc. The speed of

travel and the length of the arc determine the average time
for a fire company to traverse it. The travel time from any
firehouse to any fire demand zone is then estimated by
findÍng the set of arcs that form the shortest time path.
The model- therefore explicitly accounts for barriers.
This model can be used either in ',descriptive" or
"optimization" mode. rn i-ts descriptive mod.e, reports are

t4
produced providing such information as the workl-oad for each

fire
city.

the covered and uncovered zones in the
A covered zone is defined as one which can be
responded to by at least one station withín the specified
desired response time. fn its "prescrÍptive" or
optimization mode, the Modet will choose from a rarge set of
potential firehouse l-ocations the smallest subset that wirl
provide certaÍn required travel- times to a set of points in
the city. Public TechnoJ-ogy fnc. reported in 1,977 that 52
cities and counti-es had used the Fire Station Location
company and

Package (Chaiken l-978)

.

Hendríck et al. (1,974) borrowed from pubtic Technology

Inc. Iocator model concepts and data base requirements in
their study of fire department operations in Denver,
Colorado. One aspect of this study was the employment of
various location methodologies to determine whether the
leve1 of service could be maintaíned while reducing the
number of companies. Both eval_uation and optimization
methods $¡ere used. The optimizing method was formulated as
a set-covering model. The objective was to determine the
minimum number of stations out of 1-20 possible rocations
whÍch would satisfy required response times. Demand areas
r{ere coded with various degrees of hazard, with associated
required response times. one of the features of the Denver
project was the development of new concepts to generate
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cost-effective statíon configurations which place speciar
emphasis upon the use of existing fire stations.
The question of barriers !{as examined as part of a
response t.Íme experiment which was carríed out in order to
verify the use of a right-angIe dístance calcul-ation
combined with a formul-a for traver time, none of whi-ch took
int.o account barriers. About 1-600 actual fire vehicle
responses vrlere timed and t.hese were matched with the
calculated response times. The team investigated several_
unusuarry long response times which had been identified to
determine whether Ít had been necessary for the vehicl-e to
cross a barrier. In only two cases from the nearly 1G00
observations was it obvious that a barrier had substantialry
lengthened the response distance, and hence the response
time. tney concluded that in Denwer a rectil-inear
cal-cul-atj-on would be adequate without adjusting for
barriers.
fn order to overcome the problem of the seL-covering
model not takj-ng Ínto account differing demand rates between
regions, church and Revelle (1974) formulated the maximum
covering l-ocation model to maximize the total number of
covered demands. They located a fixed number of emergency
vehÍcles in such a way that the maximum number of demands
for service were covered.
Schilling et al-. (1980) also used a set-covering
approach in a study conducted with the Baltimore Fire

1,6

Department. The model which was developed located a certain
number of facilities in such a way that the largest number
of people would have a facility within the maximum al-lowabl-e
service distance (or time). This model could be adjusted to
take into account other criteria for allocating stations
such as property va1ue, number of fires and land area.
Other models were also developed as part of this study.
The "capital improvement" study assumed that K stations were
to be relocated and then evaluated whích K stations to move
and to what l-ocations. The "reallocation model-" determined
how the existing companies should be allocated to the new
configuration of stations to ensure that each demand point
has a pumper and a ladder within its response distance
standard.
Mirchandani and Rei1Iy (1987) suggested that usj-ng
travel- time as a proxy measure of the cost of a certain

confj-guration of station locations may produce less than
optimum results because this method assumes that there is a
linear relationship between cost. and travel time. They
suggested a model which can take into account a nonlinear
relationship between cost and travel time by incorporating
utility functions for various response times of both first
and second-due units. The model cannnot be solved exactly,
but a solution can be obtained through heuristic methods.
The model was applied to the Albany Fire Department,
incorporating separate utility functions for low-risk,

1,7

property-risk and high-risk fires and for first- and seconddue pumpers (engines) and l-adders. Travel distance was
determined by dividing the city, with a population of
102,000, into thirty-eight zones and determining travel
distance between each pair of zones as the rectilinear
distance measured on a map. Travel time was obtained from
distance using Kolesar and Walker's (L973) traveltime/distance model.
Several researchers have extended model-s to incorporate
probabilistic travel times (see, for example, Mirchandani
and Odoni 1,979; Chelst and Jarvis L979; Daskin 1987) .
They show that different optimum locations may be found if
the dístribution of travel times is considered, rather than
using the mean travel time.
DYNAT{TC MODELS

for fire station location that take into account
the possibility of units being busy when needed are not as
prevalent as those that do not. The reason for this is that
fire companies in most cities are busy only a sma1l
percentage of the tj-me (Dormont, Hausner and htralker l-975) .
Some of the models discussed in t.his section were developed
for ambulance location; however aspects of them may be found
useful for fire station location if the utilization rate is
found to be high enough that the units cannot be assumed to
be always avail-abl-e.
Model-s
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fn some cases simulation model-s have been used to
verífy the findings from static models by introducing the
possibility of the closest unit beíng unavailable when a
demand occurs. Uyeno et al. (1-981) created an ambulance
location system for the British Col-umbia Provincial
Ambul-ance Service. They found rough locat.ions with a pmedian model, which minimized average response tíme from p
ambulance bases, and fine-tuned the results with a
simul-ation model. This model has been appJ-ied to ambulance
l-ocation in Vancouver, Victoria and Edmonton.
To determine travel time, the region is broken down
into sub-regions with cal1s assumed to take place at the
central- point. A most-1ikely route is plotted between each
paír of adjacent sub-nodes and the distances converted to
travel time using average ambulance speeds over various
cl-asses of roads. The travel time between any pair of nonadjacent nodes is found by applying a shortest-route
algorithm, using the travel times between adjacent nodes.
A simulation model was also used by Rand (Carter 1,974)
as part of their study of the New York City Fire Department.
It was designed to examine the effect of modifications in
any of the number of companies on duty, t.he location of fire
stations or the rules used to dispatch and deploy the
available companies. Travel distance is calculated based on
a rectilinear or Euclidean distance obtaíned from the
coordinates of the fire station and incident l-ocations.
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Travel time is cal-culated from dÍstance using the argorithm
developed by Kolesar and Walker (l-973). Chaiken (1978)
reports that although this model was tested and found
useful in New York City and Denver, it had not at the time
of his report been used by other cities. He suggests that
the reason for this is that earlier applications val_idated
the resul-ts of the Parametric Model and the Firehouse Site
Eval-uation Model which are l-ess costly to implement.
Another model which result.ed from the Rand study was
the "Hypercube Queueíng Model-" (Larson 1-974'). It was
intended for use by políce and ambulance agencies for design
and evaluation of fixed sites for their units and/or
response areas for the units. ft assumes that only one unit
is dispatched to each íncident. Larson suggests that it is
suitabl-e for use by agencíes which often have ten percent or
more of their units busy at one time. The standard estÍmate
of travel distance is the right-angle distance. Thís
assumption can be overridden and a matrix of travel times
substituted. Alternatively, a few serected travel times can
be put in to override the distance calcul-ation for certain
source-destination combinations .
The Hypercube model is an evaluatÍve model which gÍves
values of certain performance measures (such as workloads of
units and travel times to emergency incidents) for various
arrangements of patror areas. Larson (1975) also developed
an approximate procedure for computing select.ed performance
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characteristics of an urban emergency service system. This
method provides results which are very close to those of the
Hypercube Model- without the investment of computer resources
required by the Hypercube Model-.
Fitzsimmons (1,973) developed a model_ which was
specifically intended for emergency ambul_ance deployment.
His model, like the Hypercube Model, used^ a queueing model
to account for the fact that the response time for a
particular call depends on the state of t.he system when the
call is received. He found Ín the course of his study,
utilizing the experiences of the City of Los Angeles, that
often when a medical emergency occurs the ambul_ance that
would normally be assigned is busy; therefore an idle, but
more distant, ambulance is dispatched. Fitzsimmons used a
right-angle distance calculati-on, based on the (x, y)
coordinates of the source and demand points. Traver time
was cal-culated as a function of the distance travelled,
taking into account a faster travel speed for longer t.rips.
The objective $¡as to minimize mean response time.
Fitzsimmons stated that, if desired, a maximum response time
to any demand point could be included as a constraint. A
computer versj-on of this model referred to as CALL
(Computerized Ambulance Location Logic) v¡as used
successfully in the planning of emergency systems in the
cities of Los Angeles and Melbourne.

2t
Daskj-n (1982) extended the maxímum coveríng location
model- (discussed in t.he section on static models) to al_low

for the possibility

of a unit being busy when needed.. His
"maximum expected covering location model-" incorporated a
probabíIity rrpt! that a randomly selected vehicle wouÌd be
busy. He admits that certain assumptions which he makes
may l-imit the accuracy of the model, but suggests that the
results are a much closer approximation to reality for a
system that has a large percentage of busy units than a
model which ignores the possibility of a unit being busy
when needed.

SUMMARY

There are several-

model_s and

techniques which have been

helpful in providing the types of information that can arl-ow
fire department. planners to make better decisions. The
problems of how many fire fighting units are needed and
where they should be located are addressed by five main
types of models:
1-) Set coveringr models
2l P-median models
3) Queueing models
4) Simulation models
5) "Descriptive" models
The best type of model to be used in any particular study
will depend on such factors as what. type of objectives for
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response time are to be met and how busy the units generally

are. It has been accepted by many researchers that if fj-re
fighting units are busy less than about five percent of the
tj-me, it is not necessary to taken into account the
possibility of the closest unit being unavailabl_e. Chapter
6 discusses findings with reqard to util-ization rates in
Ilrlinnipeg.

An issue that is often largely ignored in díscussions
of partJ-cul-ar model-s ís how travel times from fire stations

to demand points are to be estimated. This is not a trivial_
problem. Objectives for model-s are stated in terms of
response times, of which the biggest and most variabl_e
component is travel- tÍme. Therefore accurate estimates of
travel- time are essential in order that credibl-e and useful
resul-ts are produced.
Largre numbers of travel time estimates are needed. It
is usual to divide a city into zones for a study. If a city
was divided into 100 zones, with travel assumed to begin and
end at a zone centroid, 9900 estimates of travel time
between centroids would be needed (or 4950 if it is assumed
that d.,,:d..,
for all points i and
is
- J'
), where
- d.-,
-- the
l-l
-il
lldistance from point i to point j. ) .An efficient method of
estimating large numbers of travel times is needed.
Chapter 3 discusses some methods of travel time
estímation that have been used and suggests an improvement
to one of the most commonl-y used methods. Chapter 4 shows
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results of applyíng these methods to Winnipeg.
chapter 5 looks at various functions which might be used to
estímate travel- time when distance is known and evaluates
these for Winnipeg. Chapter 7 brings together all of the
findings discussed in this paper and shows how they coul-d be
appried in choosing an appropriate model to be used in fire
depart.ment locational planning for Vùinnipeg.
some

CHAPTER

3

ESTTMATING TRAVEL DTSTANCE

Any model to be used as an aid in determining where to

locate mobile emergency service units must have a method of
estimating travel- time from service points to demand
points. There are two basíc methods that have been used. in
location model-s. One is to calcul-ate the Euctidean
(straight-l-ine) or rectilinear distance using x-y
coordinates of the source and demand points. The other
method is to create a network with streets and
j-ntersections as links and nodes, and then use a shortest
path algorithm to calcul-ate distance. These two methods
wil-I be described in more detail in the fotlowing two
sections.
EUCLIDEAN OR RECTTLTNEAR DISTANCE ESTTMATE

Methods of estimating travel time which use Euclidean

or rectilinear distance functions assume that travel time
can be estimated reasonably accurately from the straightline or rectilinear distance between points regard.less of
Èhe region of the city or the actual routes available
bet.ween the points. Once a distance is calculated, the
distance is inserted ínto a formula to estimate the travel
time. Chapter 5 discusses in detail the probl-em of
estj-matinq travel- time from dj-stance.
24
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Distance estimation methods based on Cartesian
coordinates were used in the Rand models developed to plan

the location and deployment of emergency services (see
Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion of these models).
Theír Firehouse Site Evaluation Mode1 (Dormont et al. 19?5)
al-l-ows a choice of three alternative calculatÍons to find
the distance between two points with coordinates (XL,X2)
and (Y'Yr):
i)

Straight-Iine or Euclidean distance,
calculated as

1/t*r-",
ii)

¡2*

tYr-vr)2

Rectilinear dÍstance, calcufated

as

l*r-*rl + l"r-"rl

iii)

(3 ' 1)

,.. r,

This function was found to apply in cities
where the streets follow a rectangular grid
pattern.
Straight-line distance tj-mes a factor, K,
which is dependent upon the street
patterns and geography of the city. This
was found to be useful in many cities where
the streets do not fol-Iow a rectangular
pattern. Based on empirical_ data gathered
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in several cities, they found that the
value of K varies only sJ-ightly from city
to city, and that the value K:1.15
provided a good estímate for most cities.
The rectil-inear calculation was also used by Fitzsj-mmons
(L973) and Mirchandani and ReilJ-y (l-987) .
Love and Morris (L919) eval-uated the accuracy of
several- different dist.ance-estimat.ing functions usíng
samples of urban and rural road data. They found that the

Euclidean distance function esti-mated urban distances more

accurately than the rectilinear function in most cases,
unless the road network had a strong rectangular bj-as.
USE OF

A

NETWORK MODEL FOR CAICULATING TRAVEL DISTANCES

estimates of travel- times within a city or region
are needed, a network approach is often used. A complete
When

street network of a city has each intersection included as
a node, with streets as the connecting links between the
nodes. The links can be directed to account for one-h¡ay
streets and estimates of the average travel speed along
each l-ink are also recorded. The travel tj-me from any node
in the network to any other node is then estimated by
finding the set of links that form the shortest tÍme path.
This approach is used in the Fire Station Location
Package, whích was developed by Public Technology fnc.
(]-97 4) .
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COMPARTSON OF DISTANCE ESTTMATION }GTHODS

Each of the techniques discussed above has

some

advantages and some disadvantages. Choíce of a method

involves weíghing these factors against the particul-ar
geographic characteristics of t.he region being studj-ed as
well as the purpose for which the travel times are to be
used.

The distance cal-culation methods based on the Euclidean

or rectil-inear distance have the advantage of beíng
rel-ativeJ-y much easier and much less tíme-consumíng to
implement than the network methods. Some preliminary
analysis should be done to determine the appropriate
function to use, and then the required data ís only the x-y
coordinates of each zone for whj-ch .service is required. A
city can thus be divided into very small- zones without
result.ing in data requirements being unmanageably large.
This type of distance calculation can never, however, be
exactly accurate for a city. Certain geographical factors
whi-ch affect travel- time can not be taken into account.
For example, barriers such as parks, rivers and railway
tracks can increase travel tÍmer âs can variations in speed
and directness of available routes. A network, on the
other hand, can be tailored to take all of these factors
into account, but it requires a major commitment of time,
both to create the net.work inítiatty and to update it when
changes occur. AIl nodes, their links to other nodes, the
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lengths of the links, and average travel speeds must be
coded.

The use of a Euclidean or rectilinear

distance estimate
is the method that has most often been incorporated into
models for locating fire stations. However the model that
has most often been used by fíre departments to aid in
locational- decisions is the Fire Station Location package
(Publ-ic Technology Inc. L974), which reguires a computer
network. It is likely that a major reason for the success
of this package is the fact that ít does use a network, and
can allow for irregularities of streets and barriers in a
cíty. This inspires confidence in the user that accurate
travel- times can be obtained. However a great deal- of data
must be collected and, judging by the experience of the
City of Winnipeg Fire Department, where this package has
been used, a lengthy testing and "fíne tuning" process ís
necessary to ensure the accuracy of resui_ts.
EUCLIDEAN OR RECTTLTNEAR FUNCTION WITH BARRIER AT,GORITHM

Use of a Euclidean or rectilinear

distance estimator
can lead to some inaccuracíes when barriers are involved,
such as when two points being considered are on opposite
sides of a river with no bridge along the Euclidean path
between them. However the alternative of using the
computer network is a costly one.
ft is worthwhil-e to consÍder whether barri_ers can be
taken into account with a variation of the Euci_idean or
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rectil-inear distance estímation method. One way to do this
is to require that when distance is needed between two
points separated by a barríer, the distance used is the sum
of the dj-stances from each point to the connecting bridge.
If several bridges are available, the minimum dÍstance path
wou1d be used. For example, in a cíty divided by one river
with two bridges at points k and n, the distance, dij,
between two points i and j on opposite sides of the river
is expressed as:
d.1l,= min (d.aK
. +d.
Kl', d.l_n+dnl',, )

A

FORTRAN

(3.3)

program to perform thj_s calcul-ation was

developed for this study. To use this program, the city

being studied must be divided into regions based on the
locatíons of barriers. That is, if two points are
separated by a barríer with a limited number of crossing
points, they must be j-n separate regions. To find the
distance between the points, the x and y coordinates for
each point must be knownr âs well as in what region they
Iie. Then the program determines from a mat.rix the
coordinates of the crossing points between t.he regíons,
finds the dÍstance for each path, and selects the minímum
of these distances as the distance between the two points.
Chapter 4 contains comparisons of actual travel
distances in Winnipeg with estimates of distance obtained
from this program, as well as with distances calculated
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without the barrier program.

Chapter

4

TEST]NG DTSTANCE FUNCTIONS FOR WINNIPEG

Chapter 3 outl-ines several ways in which distances
between points can be calculated from their x-y

coordinates. In order to test the accuracy of some of these
methods j-n estimating the travel- distance between points in
Wj-nnipeg, data was coll-ected including distance and time
for 33 journeys within the City of Winnipeg. This
information was obtained by driving along the routes and
measuring distance and time.
Runs r,trere chosen with the objective of getting
representative trave1 distances for various types of trips
wit.hín the City. The fol-lowing criteria were used for
choosing runs:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A range of dist.ances travell-ed from about 1 to 11
kilometers vrere to be represented.
Some runs were to Ínvolve barrier crossings.
The fastest. path between points was to be chosen.
runs were to ínvol-ve main arteries only,
while others were to leave the main arteries.
Some

Runs r¡¡ere

to be chosen from each

ma

jor region of

the City.
In the following two sections, actua.I distances
3l-

measured
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will- be compared to estimates obtaíned using t.he various
estimatinq methods described

in the previous chapter.

DISTANCE ESTTMATES NOT INVOLVING BÄRR]ERS

Fourteen of the sample trips did not invo1ve crossíng

a

barrier. For these trips, a comparison was made of the
actual distance travelled with the estimates that woul-d be
produced by both EuclÍdean and rect.ilinear dístance
formul-as. The resul-ts obtained are il-l-ustrated ín Figure
4.I, where the deviations of the estimates from the actualdistances are plotted against actual- distance. The
deviation of the Euclidean estimate is represented by an
rrEtt and the deviation of the rectilinear estimate is
represented by an rrR, for each run. It can be seen from
the plot that the Euclidean estimates are always lower than
the actual distance. The rectilinear estimates are
generally higher than the actual distances, but in some
cases are lower than or equal to the actual.
It would seem from the plot that Euclidean distance
times a factor would provide a more relj-able estimate of
travel- dístance for Winnipeg than any estimate based on
rectilinear dístance. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the Rand
studíes (Dormont l-975) found that a factor of l-.1-5, when
multiplied by Euclidean distance, provÍded a good estimate
of distance in most cities. Figure 4.2 shows the
deviations from actual- distances for the sample runs of an
estimate obt.ained by mult.iplying Euclidean distance by
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" This result indicates that the factor 1.15 is an
appropriate mul-tipIe for a Eucl-ídean distance-estimating
function for Winnipeg.
1-.15

DTSTANCE ESTTMATES WHEN BARRTERS .A.RE INVOLVED

barrier separates the source and demand points,
with no crossing close by, the methods descríbed. above
obviously wiJ-I not provide a good estímate of the distance
between the points. A straj-ght-forward way of solving this
problem is to estimate the distance between the points as
the sum of the di-stances from each point to the nearest
bridge.
Consider point i with coordinates (Xi, yi) and point j
with coordinates (Xj,Yj), separated by a river with a
bridge at point k with coordinates (xk, yk) . The d.istance
between them, oij, might be estimated, using a distance
esti-mate based on l-.15 times straight-line distancer âs
when a

oij=1.15 1( (xi-xk)'+{y.-y*l')+1.15

{( (xj-xk)'+{vr-vn)¿) 4.i,

rf more than one bridge is available, the minimum d.ist.ance
path can be chosen.
Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of actual distances for
the 33 runs
-- wíth the distance estímates obtained by
multiplying 1"15 by the Euclidean disLance. A forty-five
degree Ìine is drawn over the plot to represent. where the
pÌotted points would be if the distances were equal. It
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can be seen that many of the estj_mates are very low in

rel-ation to the actual distance. Figure 4.4 is a similar
graph except that the distance estimates for the 33 runs
were obtained using the barrier algorithm of Equation 4.L.
It is cl-ear from comparing the two graphs that the barrier
algorithm provides estimates that are much closer to the
actual distances than the simple Euclidean estimate.
The least-squares reg'ression function of actual
distance on estimat.ed distance was determíned for each
estimate. For the straight-tine estimate, the l-eastsquares function was
D,l-l.=l-*DE.r-l
where D,r-l. represents the actual distance and
--r-j the
---- DE,
estimated dÍstance. The R-square val-ue for this estimate

is .75. For the estimate obtaíned using the barrier
algorithm, the least-squares function is
ñ
"ij

22+DE.
r-l
,

with an R-square value of .92. Again, it is evident that
using the barrier algorithm provides a better distance
estimate.
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Chapter

5

ESTTMATING TRAVEL TTME FROM DISTANCE
RÃND TRAVEL TIME EXPERTMENT

As part of the Rand study of the New york City Fire
Department (see Chapter 2) , Kol-esar and lüa1ker ( j_973)

studied the relationship between travel- distance and time
in New York City (see also Kolesar l-975). They performed.
an experiment in which time and distance data for 2000
ladder runs in the city were recorded. They found that
travel- speed increased with the square root of distance for
short runs and linearly for longr runs, and t.hat travel
speed díd not vary significantty according to tj-me of d.ay
or region of the city. The following relationship between
travel time and travel distance was found to hold:
T(D)=

2.88 /ú

D<0.88

(s. 1)

t_.35 + 1.53D D>0.98

T is the traver time in minutes and D is the traveldistance in miles.
Repetitions of this experiment in Trenton, New Jersey;
Denver, Colorado; Wilmington, Delaware; and yonkers, New
r^¡here

York produced a slightly different relationship for those
cities, that being:
39
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(D)= 2.I

D<0.38

,/-ú

0.65 + 1,.i

D

TESTING THE RÃND FORMULA FOR

(s.2)

D>0.38

WTNNTPEG

The lrlinnipeg Fire Department keeps comprehensi-ve

records of each incident to which the Department responds.
rncluded in this data are the time that the fire company
l-eaves the station and the time it arrives at the incident.
The x-y coordinates of the incident and the number of the

responding company are also recorded, and therefore it

was

possible to put together for this study a large amount of
time,/distance data. Distances were carculated as the
Euclidean distance times a factor of 1.l-5, with no
adjustment for barriers.
Figure 5-1 shows a plot of time vs. distance for a
sample of 500 consecutive incidents which occurred in
Ialinnipeg in 1,984. only first responses of pumper uníts are
incl-uded. The graph is overlaid with a plot of rel_ation
5.2 above. converted to kilometers the relation becomes:
T(D)=

L.66

"r

0. 65+L . 05D

D10.61_

(s.3)

D>0. 6l-

ït was found in using the incídent data that some of
the travel time information was unrealistic. For exampì-e,
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times were so high as to be very unrikely.
some response times were so low in relation to the distance
travell-ed that it was evident that some erement of the data
had been recorded wrongly. since the dat.a is col-l-ected
regularry during actual- runs of pumpers, there are a few
factors that can cause problems with its accuracy, such as
if units are called back before reaching the incident or if
an arrival is not recorded promptly. The author was
assured by the Fire Department that the majority of the
data is accurate, and so this has been rel-ied upon.
The plot indicates that Equation 5.2 provid.es a fairly
good estimation of traver time vs. distance for winnipeg.
The estimate, judging by the sample irlustrated, appears to
some response

be somewhat. l-ow in t.he ranqe from

0.

S to 3.5 minutes.

Testing Other Time/Distance Functions
This section describes analysís performed to det.ermine
whether a function coul-d be found that fits the winnipeg
time/distance data better than the Rand "average city"
function. criteria used to evaluate the various functions
tested were:

I.

The value of correlation coefficients for the

2.

predicted travel time and the actual travel time.
Examination of the function being tested when
imposed on the time/distance pJ-ots.

The first

function test.ed was the l_inear regression
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funct.ion of time on distance, determined from the sampre of
500 consecutive incidents by using the least. squares
procedure of the SAS computer program. The functÍon is:
T(D) = L.49 + 0.88D

(s.¿)

Table 5. l- shows the correlati-on coef f icients of travel
time, T, for the sample with the values of T (D) as

predicted by this and other functions tested. Before
computing the correlation coefficj-ents and plotting the

Tabl-e 5.1 Correlatíon coefficients of predicted
and actual travel times for various

functÍons

Function

Correlatíon Coeff.
WÍth Actual Travel
l-'ame

Rand Function (Equation 5.3)

T:

L.66 {T

D<0. 61

0

.62304

0

.63352

0. 65+l-.05D D>0. 61
Regress j-on

f :

Line (Eguation 5. 4 )

1-.49+0.88D

Nonlinear Estimate (Eguation 5.5)

f:

2.5D0'4

0.63988

Combination Function (Equation 5. 6)

f :

2.3 {T
L.49+0.

D<2.0

I8D

D>2.0

0.6340s
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data, 52 i-ncÍdents where the ti-me/distance relationship
vras crear]y unrealistj-c were del-eted. The table shows a
slightly improved correration coeffícient with actuar time
for the time estímates produced by the linear regression
line estimate over the Rand function estímate.
Figure 5.2 shows the pJ-ot of the regression line on the
time,/distance data. From looking at the data points, it
can be seen that there is a problem with this estimate in
the range of distances from 0 to about 1 kirometer. The
estimate is too high in this area.
Another function tested was the nonl_inear function,
lì
T (O¡:¿p", where T (D) Ís the travel time, D is the traveldistance and a and b are parameters of the function.
Another procedure of the sAS package was used to determine
the least-squares estimate of the parameters a and b for
t.he function. The result hras
r (D)

-

2.5D0'4

(s. s)

Figure 5.3 shows this function plotted against the actual_
data. The function looks tike a good representation of the
relationship suggested by the data. The correlatíon
coefficient for the travel times predicted by this function
with the actual travel times, from Table 5.1, is 0.640,
indicating a slightly better fit than the Rand or l-eastsquares regression line functions.
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The last function tested was the following:

r-

2.3 JD-

D<2

I.49+.89D

D>2

(s.

6)

This function is a combination of the regression line for
distances greater than two kilometers with a square root
function for distances less than two kilometers. This
function has a correl-ation coefficient of 0.634 and is
shown in Figure 5.4. It also appears to fit. the data
fairly well-.
CHOOSTNG THE BEST FUNCTION FOR WINNTPEG

The other models tested do not show any significant
improvement over the Rand function for the Winnipeg data.
The nonlinear estimate, which provides the best overalr fit

is not a good estimator for distances over fíve kilometers.
This analysis indicat.es that the Rand function:
T(D)= I.66 "E
0. 65+i_. 05D

D<0.6L
D>0.61

can be used for V'Iinnipeg to provide an estimate of travel_

time when distance i-s known.
It should be noted that the wide variation in travel_
times found in the data relating to any particul-ar distance
means that cautj-on must be taken in drawing any conclusion,
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based on this data, about the rerationship between traver
time and distance in winnipeg. Further study in this area

would be very valuable, particularly

collected in a more controll_ed

way.

if data

coul_d be

Chapter

6

DETERMTNING UTTLTZATION RATES FOR WINNTPEG

Most techniques which have been used for rocating fire
stations have not taken into account the possibirity of a

unit not being availabl-e when needed. The traditional
method used by fire departments in locating units is to
ensure, to the greatest possible extent, that each area of
the city has a station within a desÍred response distance
or time. Appendix i- contains a table which shows target
response times for various classes of development in a
city, the type of standard typicaÌIy used by fire
departments. This tabl-e was obtained from the "Fire
Underwriters Survey" (i_986) .
The models which have most often been used to assist in

determining how many fire stations are needed. and where
they shoul-d be l-ocated are the parametric, p-median and set
coveri-ng models, which are discussed in Chapt.er 2.
Although none of these models explícitIy take into account

the possibilíty of units not always being availabre, they
all have some way of ensuring that the density of fire
stations wil-l be higher in areas with high alarm rates. rn
the case of the set coverJ-ng model, this is usualJ_y
accompJ-ished by setting lower target response times for
50
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high-alarm areas. The p-median model, because its
objective is to minimize total travel time, will tend to
locate more units ín high al-arm areas. The "square root
function" used by the parametric moder to calcul-ate travel
distance, incrudes as one of its factors the average number
of companies busy in a region. A high number of companies
busy wil-l increase the travel time estimate for a reg:ion
and result in more companies being located t.here.
The p-median and set covering models wil1 always

underestimate travel time because they do not t.ake into
account the possibility of the closest unit not being

avail-able. Researchers have suggested that, ât utilization
rates of less than five percent, the assumption that units
are always availabl-e is a reasonabl-e one whích will not.
significantly affect the results. For example chaiken
(1978) states that in a previous study he found that at l-ow
al-arm rates the number of units needed to meet the
requirements of his queuei-ng model $rere wel-l- berow the
numbers needed to meet simple geographical requirements (to
have units located within a certain travel_ tíme. )
In order to check whether this assumption holds up ín
Wj-nnipeg, the fire incident data for the City for the
period of a year was studied. rt was found that the most
busy unit spent five percent of its time responding to
incidents, while the least busy unit was occupied. two
percent. of the time. Table 6.'J- shows the util-ization rate
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Tabl-e

6 .3.

UTÏLTZATION BY PUMPER IN 1,984

No. of
Incidents

Mean Service

Utilization

41,1

m.aG-

1517-

:¡'53-

4L2

11 60

41_3

130 9

414

773

41,5

595

.46
L2 .03
15.38
14 .51

4L6

862
1385
783

Pumper No.

41,7

418
41_9

421.

422

423
424
425
426
428
429

.02'7

.030

.023

1,9.27
1,7.74
79 .66

.02r

r_6.54

.01,2
. 010

297

6.50
L8 .92
r-9.33
1,6.t9

s39

18 . 41_

480

L7.69
1,7 .26
20.93
23.73

592
574
366
318
752
5 6l-

21.8

432

213

433
434
435
436
437
438
439

367

442
443
444
459

1,2

Rate

.016
.02s
-044
.029
.020

431_

44r

Time

595
5L9
383
459
376
594
392
3s9
344
543

r094

1_5.27

r-6.63

r-

r8.32
20.21.
r-9.38

22.7 0
29.25
L8.78

26.s3

.027
.020
.009
.0r-9
.016
.007
.008
.016
.021,
.1,2L
. 014

.020
.021

.02r

24.96

.020
.0L4
.016

r8.52

.01_9

10.01

.021,

20 .46
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for each pumper unit in winnipeg for L994. An attempt was
made to carry this analysis further by applying some
queueing formulas to determine such ínformation as the
probability of a particurar unj-t not being avairab]e when
an incident occurs to which it is the closest responder.
To this end, inter-arrival times for fire incidents and
service times were anaryzed in order to determine whether
they fit into one of the statistical distributions for
which standard formulas have been developed.
Previous studies have found or assumed that occurrences
of fire emergencies foll-ow a Poisson distribution. When
actuar occurrances for winnipeg were examined, it was found
that they did not fal-] within a poisson distrÍbution. The
reason for this has not been found; further research woul-d
be necessary to determine why available data indicates that
fire calls do not occur in a poisson manner in Winnipeg.
The service tÍmes

tested as wel-l-, and it was found
that they did not folIow an exponential distribution. This
agrees with the findings of other researchers. Berman
(1987) suggests that it is because of the rarge travel- time
component in the service time figures. Even if the actualservj-ce time to put out a fire follows an exponential
distribution, when travel time, which often represents a
large percentage of service time, is added, the total does
not follow an exponential distribution.
fL can be concluded from the data available for
rÁrere
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Winnipeg that, with the number of fire fighting units

currently available in winnipegr the likelihood of the
c]osest unit being unavailable is smarr enough that a model_
to assist in fire department locational pJ_anning for
Winnipeg need not take this possibility into account.

Chapter
CHOOSING

A

7

MODEL FOR W]NNTPEG

Winnipeg is a city of 650,000 people, spread over an

area of 571.5 square kilometers. It is crossed by two
major rj-vers, with few crossíngs in some areasr âs wel-l as
by some railway lines with few crossings. Winnipeg has 25
fire stations. The locations of these stations go back,
for the most part, to what they were L6 years âgo, in 19721
when winnipeg was made up

of 12 independent municipalities,
each with its or¡rn fíre department. Appendix 2 contains a
map of Winnipeg showing the major barriers to travel and.
t.he locations of fire stations. In Winnipeg¡ âs ín all_
cities, land use and poputatíon densitíes in many areas
change over time. New housÍng and industrial development
stretch the boundaries of the area requiríng servÍce. The
fire department must contÍnue to assess the service being
provided to each area of the city and determine whether
siting changes are needed to contj-nue to provide emergency
fire service to all- areas of the city. In the preceding
chapters, some techniques have been discussed which can be
of use for this type of evaluation. In this chapter, the
crj-teria for choosing a model-r âs outlÍned in Chapter L,
wil-I be discussed in terms of the research findings for
Winnipeg.
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TRAVEL TTI{E ESTIMATION METHOD

An accurate method of obtainÍng large numbers of
estimates of travel tíme between points is essential in

order that any model can be used. A computer street
network can provide accurate traver time estimates if it is
set up properfy. ff a city has a good existinq network

that can be used this is an ideal_ source of travel time
information. If such a network does not already exist, it
must be considered that the creation of such a network
invol-ves a large investment of time and ef fort. It has
been shown in this paper that Eucl_idean and rectil_inear
estimates, based on x-y coordinates, can provide reasonably
accurate estimates of distance. These can be combined with
one of the formulas described in chapter 5 to come up with
travel time estímates.
In a cÍty where there are major barriers to travel,
with l-imited crossing points, it would probabl_y be
necessary to use a special algorithm such as the one
suggested in this paper to account for increases in traver
time when barrier crossings are invol_ved. fdealJ-y,
estimates of travel time obtained by applying functions
shoul-d be compared to times obtained in actual runs by fire
units to get an idea of the extent of natural- variat.ion
that will be present. Because the standard functions
cannot take into account directness of availabl-e routes and
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journey, the travel
times obtained by apptying the functions can never be
exactry accurate. However, depending on the requirements
of a partj-cular model, distance and time functions should
be able to be taj-lored to provide a sufficÍentry accurate
estímate of travel time.
speed of travel for each different

ACCOUNTTNG FOR BUSY UNITS

Moders have been deveJ-oped that take into account the

fact that the closest unit may not be availabl-e to respond
to an incident. some of these models are di-scussed in the
section titled "Dynamic Moders" in chapter 2. These models
tend to be more comprex and have larger data requirements
than those which do not take into account vehicle busy
periods. They have been used for ambulance siting and
deployment, but rarely for fire station siting.
As shown in Chapter 6, fire service units in Winnipeg
are busy only betr^¡een one and five percent of the time.
Therefore, a static model may be adequate for lrÏj-nnipeg. rt
must be remembered, however, that if the application of a
static moder results in a reconmendation to decrease the
number of units or to rerocate unÍts, some assessment must
be made of the utilization rates t.hat wourd resul-t if these
actions were taken. This could be done by analyzing the
data on past occurances of fires. lf it is found that the
resulting utílization rat.es are ]Íke1y to be higher than
about five percent in some areas, further analysis wir-l be
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required using a technique t.hat recognizes busy periods,
such as a simulation or queueing modet.
Some recognition of busy periods can be made by a
statíc model if constraj-nts are placed on second-due
response times, âs well as fj-rst-due. This coul_d ensure
that even if the first-due unit is busy, another unit wil-l
be available within an acceptable response time. At high
utilization rates, however, this technÍque would probably
not provide a very efficient solution.
CRITERTA FOR LEVEL OF SERVTCE

As mentioned ín Chapter 1-, response time to incídents

is generally accepted as an appropriate measure for the
performance of an emergency service system. However,
object.ives for response time can vary. Some models, such
as the p-median model, minimize the total_ trawel time by
al-l units to all j-ncidents. However this approach can
resu]t in zones with few incidents being provj-ded with very
poor coverage.
Another objective commonly used in modelling is to
provide servj-ce to all zones within a pre-set. target
response time. Target response times can vary for

different zones based on such factors as alarm frequency,
specific hazards, population densities, property values,
combustability, probability of spreading and avail-ability
of alarm systems. The set coverl-ng class of model_s use
this approach. The standard set coverinq formulat.ion also
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can easily be modified to ensure that alr zones are al_so
covered within a certain time by the second-due unit. rt
may be found when

the target response times are set and the
model run that the number of units which are found to be
needed is unacceptably large. Target times woul-d then hawe
to be relaxed on a zone-by-zone basis until it is possibre
to meet these targets with an acceptable number of units.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, variations of the set
coveríng model use dÍfferent objectives, such as
1)

2)

3)

Satisfy required response times with the smallest
number of stations, but use existing stations
where possible (Hendrick 1,974) .
Maximize the total number of covered demands
(Church and Revelle 1,9'f 4) .
Locate a certain number of facitÍties so the
maxj-mum number of people have a facility
withín
the maximum all-owable tÍme (Schí1J_ing j-980) .

objectives for response times must be set by those who make
policy decisions for the Fj-re Department. A model can then
be chosen which can optímize in terms of those objectives.
use of moders, when they are properry set up with accurate
data, can herp to structure and formalize the decisionmaking process and ensure that stated objectives are being
met.
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THE ''RTGHT'' MODEL FOR WTNNIPEG

consideratÍon of the above mentioned criteria point to
a set covering moder as being a good choice for aidíng with
locationar decisions for the winnipeg Fire Department. rt
allows response times to be set by individual zone to take
into account all of the various factors that determine risk
for an area. Target response times can be set for each
zone for both first and second response by pumper and
lad.der units. A configuration can then be found that meet.s
these targets with the least number of units.
The version of the model (Hendrick 1,9i4) which chooses
existing statÍon l-ocations when possible woul-d probabry be
a good choice. changing of fire station locat.ions invol_ves
capitar cost and existing locations shoul-d be used where
possible. The model will tend to eriminate poor rocations

while leaving the good l-ocations.
CONSIDERAT]ONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

There are several steps that must be taken in

preparation for imprementing a set covering type of moder.
The fÍrst step is to divide the city int.o zones. since it
would be impossible for a moder to incl-ud.e each individual
demand point (such as a house, an office building or a
grassy fierd), these points must be aggregated into zones.
Demand is then assumed to occur at a centrar point in the
zone. This "zone centroid" may be the geographical center
of the zone, or the center of gravity in terms of number of
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for servicer or some other factor.
The question of how small- the zones shoul_d. be is an
ímportant one. The larger the zone is, the longer is the
traver time from one end of the zone to the other, and the
less accurate are the resu1ts obtained by a model using
these zones. However, a very large number of zones results
ín a very large model which takes longer to set up and run.
A tradeoff must be made bet.ween these two.
Goodchild (1979) researched the effect of degree of
aggregation on accuracy of resul-ts for a p-medían model_.
He found that solutions using aggregated data are open to
extensive manipulation, depending on how the zones are
drawn, and suggests that this fínding casts some doubt on
the use of location-allocation models. The problem would
apply to any type of model which aggregates demand points.
However error can be minimized by making the zones
sufficiently smal1.
Once the zones are set out, it must be determj_ned
whether all of t.hem or a subset wil_l be considered as
potential- locations for stations. Then travel- times must
be determined from each demand zone to each supply zone.
These can be found using either a street network or
formulas based on the x-y coordinates of supply and demand
points. Target response times must be set for each zone.
Then for each zonet a set is created containing zone
numbers of each other zone which ís within the target
demands
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response time. A1l- of this information is then put into
the model-, whích will come up with the Iíst of zones in

which stations should be located to meet al-I target
response times with the least number of stations.
CONCLUSION

fn this thesis, a review has been made of techniques
for aiding in fire service unit location and deproyment. A
framework has been suggested for determining a model- to use
for a particular city. A new method of estimating traveÌ
times has been suggested. .And, for the case of Winnipeg, a
model has been recom.mended and steps for impJ-ementation
outl-ined.

Further research in modelling for locational analysis
will- make available techniques which can al1ow many
additionar factors to be taken into account. For winnipeg,
further research in the fol-l-owing areas woul-d be helpfur:
1)

Determining the size of zones to be used

2)

applying the set covering model;
Comparing travel times determined by using
dístance and time formulas with actual run times;

when

and

3)

Analyzing interarrival- times and service times for
fire incidents to determine whether they follow
any distribution for which queueing theory results

are available.
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